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The license plate identifies system has important practical application value and 
broad application prospects in automatic charging system, specific vehicles query, public 
security and traffic management, etc. 
The license plate is placed in an very complicatedly identify environment, each link 
of license plate recognition system is applied to all kinds of algorithm program must have 
the ability of stronger anti- interference, and have sufficient complexity.How to design a 
reliab and fast can adapt to the complex environment and complex background of lincense 
plate recognition system is extremely a difficult and problem to be solved. 
This text according to Visual C++development platform,based on the theory of The 
edge of the picture examine calculate way, Mathematics morphological method, Hough 
transformation calculate way, Digital image pattern recognition,etc,and in analyzing our 
country the license plate style characteristic, character list regulation and character list 
gathering characteristics foundation to elaborated that the complicated background gets off 
the structure design that the card identifies system and concretely carries out technique 
and method.Research and realization of this system is mainly divided into three links: 
The license plate positions: put forward a license plate detection algorithm based on 
image visual feature.The calculate way according to the license plate unique to different 
visual features such as the information of color, shape and veins etc. The first step is to 
filter plate suspected area,and then the further Zhen stop positioning license plate district 
and finally get real license plate. 
The license plate character list slices a cent: as for which have already tilted to one 
sided license plate after correcting ,adopt the method of the cent according to the 
perpendicular ash degree character list for casting shadow. 
The license plate character list identifies:as for which have already completed 
character list norm to turn and the character list is thin to turn of license plate character list 
picture, adopt match according to the template of identify a method.On the discretion 
index sign function that matches a method in the template, adopted improved Hausdorff to 
be apart from calculate way to raised the anti- interference of system. 
After the test, this text system can a little bit well carry out license plate fixed 















the whole car picture in much complicated background that I random take through test 
examination;But for identifying character list has high error rate, recognition effect 
remains to be further improved. 
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